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FIS NORDIC COMBINED WORLD CUP
val di fiemme TRIPLES IT UP

The FIS NC World Cup heads to Italy’s Trentino at the end of the month
Val di Fiemme adds the third event on Friday 30 January
Predazzo and Lago di Tesero stadiums host three days of races
Winterfest & Jump in the Breakfast to entertain everyone


Three…is the magic number for Val di Fiemme. After the exciting Tour de Ski finals hosted last weekend, the renowned ski resort in Italy’s Trentino will be housing three Nordic Combined events from 30 January to 1 February, 2015. In addition to the Team Sprint and Individual races already scheduled on the weekend, a new Individual competition has been confirmed by FIS, Infront and the local OC on Friday 30 January, after the cancellation of the Gundersen Individual event due in Liberec, Czech Republic on 7 and 8 February.
World’s best athletes will be heading to Val di Fiemme in about two weeks and flipping through the updated WC standings after Chaux-Neuve, German Fabian Riessle sits on top of the table ahead of countryman Eric Frenzel and Japanese Akito Watabe. Norwegian Mikko Kokslien and Magnus Moan plus Bernie Gruber follow close behind, with Moan representing a concrete sort of danger for all. The Scandinavian showed amazing shape and skills in France seizing a gold and a bronze medal in two days. The World circuit will move to Austria and Japan in the next two weekends. 
As tradition goes and it happened during the TdS weekend a few days ago too, the Nordic Ski Fiemme OC led by Bruno Felicetti serves several delicious options that everyone might …taste along with the competitions. During the three morning jumps, Croissant & Cappuccino will be available for free inside the Predazzo SJ arena and the event has been called ‘Jump in the Breakfast’. On Friday 30 January evening, the Winterfest will get on stage in Predazzo together with the local Dolomiten Bier Band: here the traditional Dirndl and Lederhosen dresses will be more than welcome. For those who do not want to miss a thing of the 2015 Winterfest, tables are available at the special price of € 190 seating 8 people and including local dishes and drinks. Info & bookings: FA Travel Agency in Tesero or email to ded@orgfiemme.com.
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com" www.fiemmeworldcup.com


